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Dr Daud Ali

Precolonial Indian history has typically been narrated as the succession of more or less powerful dynastic states or empires. Historians have become accustomed to linking periods and centuries with these polities, which gradually came to form self-evident entities that parsed and measured historical time. Yet even as such periods became the chronological building blocks of South Asian history, historians began to question the early state as a durable, centralized structure -- arguing for feudal, segmentary or integrative polities in lieu of earlier formulations. Moreover, numerous and often substantial interstitial periods of political collapse, recession, and disarticulation have remained not only unaccounted for in these narratives, but have largely been ‘lost’ to historical view under unexamined concepts like ‘decline’ or ‘political chaos’. This paper represents an interim report on a research project concerned with the effects on local society of state recession and collapse during a period of notorious ‘political instability’ in medieval South India between c. AD 1285-1500.
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